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NEW QUESTION: 1
Which two ntatement about VPLS are true? (Choone two)
A. Split horizon in uned on PE devicen to prevent loopn.
B. IP in uned to nwitch Ethernet framen between niten.
C. VPLS extendn a layer 2 broadcant domain.
D. PE routern dynamic annociate to peern.
E. Spanning tree in extended from CE to CE
Answer: A,C

NEW QUESTION: 2
When two routers exchange LSDB information by exchanging DD
packets, a master/slave relationship is established between the
two routers. The router with a larger router ID is the master.
A. False
B. True
Answer: B

NEW QUESTION: 3
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A. Round Robin
B. CBWFQ
C. PQ
D. RSPV
Answer: D

NEW QUESTION: 4
Universal Containers (UC) has configured SSO for their Heroku
Enterprise Team using an identity provider (IdP).
When a new employee joins the company, how should their Heroku
account be created?
A. An administrator of the Enterprise Team creates the Heroku
account with the exact email address listed in the employee's
IdP record.
B. A Heroku account is created for the employee automatically
the first time they log in to Heroku via SSO.
C. No account creation is required, because all SSO users in a
particular Enterprise Team are associated with a single Heroku
account.
D. The employee should create a new Heroku account with the
exact email address listed in their IdP record.
Answer: B
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